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The The African Queen Community Note includes chapter-by-chapter summary and analysis, character list, theme list,
historical context, author biography and.

Although their animosity has disappeared the danger has not. They argue about which of them should pilot the
launch and which stay behind, but in the end they agree that they will both go. Samuel Sayer Robert Morley.
They disappear as quickly as they came, leaving devastation, and a village with nothing left, behind. Rose then
refused to talk to him until he agrees to try to sink the Louisa. Allnutt's two-man crew has deserted him at the
rumours of war and conscription. Rose is left all alone to fend for herself;she is lost in despair. When citing an
essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. Title cards are run off against a visual background
of the African locale, scored only by the sounds of the animals native to the scene. Nevertheless there is still
more danger ahead. Essays may be lightly modified for readability or to protect the anonymity of contributors,
but we do not edit essay examples prior to publication. What comes later, though, is engrossing enough to
make the whole a worthwhile piece of screen entertainment that will be thoroughly enjoyed by most any adult.
Huston's fourth and happy endingâ€”which miraculously saves Rosie and Charlie from their postnuptial death
by hangingâ€”is atypical, as are other elements in the script. Allnut is forced to get into the mucky river and
pull the African Queen by hand to higher water. Filmed at various film studios in London; exteriors shot along
the Ruiki River in the Belgian Congo and what was then the British protectorate of Uganda. The river leads to
Lake Victoria and possible freedom. As they steam towards the Louisa the lake begins to become rough, a rain
storm squalls, and the seas begin filling the boat with water. Play media Film trailer Production censors
objected to several aspects of the original script, which included the two characters cohabiting without the
formality of marriage as in the book. For instance, the scenes in which Bogart and Hepburn are seen in the
water were all shot in studio tanks at Isleworth Studios , Middlesex. The two lovers are separated in the storm,
but both are captured by the Germans the next day. Passing the river delta is long and arduous. Surprisingly
they do end up going south as ironically it is the only way to avoid the Germans and it is also the only way
Allnut will get any peace from Rose's nagging. Allnutt releases the gas from his two tanks and unscrews the
valves, leaving a hole big enough for him to fill the tanks with gelignite, packed in mud. They come in sight of
Shona at midday; the German commander assumes the launch is coming in to surrender because he believes
no boat could pass the rapids below the town, so Shona is the only possible destination ; he does not realise his
mistake until too late, and though he and his men open fire, the launch receives only minor damage. They
resign themselves to death but as the lie weak and beaten on the deck it begins to rain, which raises the river
and allows the African Queen to set sail again. Then he hears Rose's voice and realizes she has also been
captured.


